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Abstract. The syntax of a systolic system is given by a systolic flowchart scheme. Systolic schemes 
differ from ordinary ones in their edges having a nonnegative integer, called the delay number 
associated with them. If the value of the delay number is d, then the edge is considered to be a 
buffer holding d data elements in each moment of the computation. The buffcrrs are handled in 
a FIFO way, transmitting data between the corresponding i/o ports of two interconnected 
processors. The algebraic language which is used to express schemes is different from the most 
frequently used one, containing composition, pairing and iteration as basic operations. The present 
language contains sum and a new operation called the “feedback” beyond composition, and only 
five constants. The axiomatization is carried out in two steps. First we present a set of equational 
axioms for the class of laop-free schemes, which are called data flowchart schemes. This set of 
axioms is extended by further axioms describing the syntactic features of the feedback operation. 
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This paper is based on several previous works written on the subject. Flowchart 
algorithms called monadic computations were introduced by Elgot in [6]. The syntax 
of such a flowchart algorithm is the underlying flowchart scheme, and the semantics 
is given by the interpretation of each symbol labelling t odes of the scheme. T 
lled “atomic” scheme e elements of a ran 
e integer) is a mapping 
ffl:X+Xx{1,2,..., q}, where X is a set (the set of states). Intuitively, _& is an 
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instruction to the machine exect&ng the flowchart algorithm. If control reaches a 
node t) labelled by u in state s and &(s) = (s’, i), then the state changes to s’ and 
control passes to the node attach4 tti the ith exit of V. 
Systolic flowchart schemes are intended to serve as an algebraic language defining 
the syntax of systolic systems (see, erg., [I ‘I]). Cne can realize immediately that a 
“processor graph” of a systolic sys SF :m is in fact a flowchart, but in this flowchart 
the direction of the flow of information is just the opp&te to the direction in the 
case of monadic computations. Moreover, the flowchart is built up from “vector” 
atoms rather than “scalar” ones. The interpretation of a vector atom CT : p + q 
(representing a processor) is now a function & : Dq + Dpy where the set D consists 
of certain data elements. If D is partially ordered and the functions &, satisfy some 
further requirements (e.g., being continuous), then this interpretation leads to the 
well-known semantics of flowcharts in the class of rational algebraic theories [12], 
where the semantics of a scheme p + q is also a (continuous) function Dq + Dp. 
Systolic systems behave, however, in a perfectly different way. The semantics of a 
systolic flowchart scheme is a series of functions Dq + Dp, more exactly (but less 
formally), a function of type Dq + ( DP x ( Dq + ( DP x (. . .) . . .))). Thus, a systolic 
scheme behaves like a structural automaton in [9]. As a matter of fact, this is not 
a fixed-point like semantics, which motivates the changes we make in the “standard” 
type of flowchart algebras. We replace iteration by a simpler operation called the 
feedback. At the same time we use sum instead of pairing as a basic operation, and 
only five constants instead of the injections P; and zeros O,,. 
Recall that structural systems in [9] are essentially loop-free. To understand why, 
consider the system F : 2 + 0 in Fig. 1. fi and ,f2 are two structural automata, both 
having only one input and one output port, ocl and oc2 are output channels. F 
cannot start working until some iv ‘i al sign is placed to the input port of fi or f2. 
The further behaviour of F, however, depends on whether we choose fi or f2. There 
is no way out of this paradox situation, and one must realize that the problem stems 
from the sywtactic incompleteness of E In the definition cf systolic flowchart schemes 
we solve this problem by making distinction between the edges of the scheme. 
Much work has been devoted to the equational axiomatization of flowchart 
schemes and their semantics. Here we emphasize only three of them, at least two 
of which are supposed to be known by the reader. An equational axiomatization 
Fig. 1. A structural system of sort 2 + 0. 
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of “reducible” flowchart schemes was given in [7]? while general flowchart schemes 
and their semantics in the class of iteration theories were axiomatized in [3]. A 
“finite” axiomatization of schemes using the feedback operation can be found in [2]. 
2. Algebraic preliminaries 
All the algebras we shall consider are sorted by N XN (N denotes the set of all 
nonnegative integers), and have the common structure of a magmoid (cf. [ 1 j j. If A 
is a magmoid, then /~(p, q) denotes the underlying set of A corresponding to SO~I 
(p, q). The notation f: p + q is introduced with hhe meaning f~ A( p, q) if A is 
understood. The type 1M of magmoids consists of the following operations and 
constants. 
Composition: This is in fact a collection of binary operations mapping A( p, q) x 
A(q, r) into A( p, r) for each triple p, q, r of nonnegative integers. Composition is 
usually denoted by juxtaposition or l , if it is intended to be emphasized. 
Sum: Sum is also a collection of binary operations which map A( p, , ql) x 
A( ~2, q2) into A( p1 + ~2, q1 + q2) for each choice of the nonnegative integers pi, qi, 
i = 1,2. Sum is denoted by +. 
Constants: There are two constants, 1: 1 + 1 and 0: 0 + 0. 
The identities below must be valid in all magmoids. 
l Ml: f*(g-h)=(f-g)-Ir forallf:p+q,g:q+r, h:r+s; 
l M2: fi + (f2+f3) = (fl +f2) +f3 for all 5 :pi + qi, i = 1,2,3; 
0 M3: p 0 f =f= q = f for all f: p -+ q, where &p : p + p is a somewhat abusing notation 
for the sum l+- l l +l ofp terms; 
l M4: f+O=O+f=jfor allf:p+q; 
l MS: (fi l 81) + (f2 l gz) = (,f, +f2) l (81 + 92) for all 5 : pi + qi, gi : qi + ri, i = 1,2- 
The collection of these identities will be denoted by MG. 
Let p s q be nonnegative integers. [p, q] will denote the set {p + 1, . . . , q} (note 
that [p, p] = 0); [q] will be shorthand for [0, q] 
There is a magmoid that plays a special role. This magmoid is 0, where O( p, q) 
is the set of all mappings of [p] into [q]. Composition and sum of mappings is 
defined in the obvious way in 0 (see [l]), while the interpretation of the constants 
is unique. 
Let cy : [p] + [q] be a mapping and B c [q]. We say that cw is injective (surjective, 
monotonic) on B if the restriction of Q! to LY-‘( B) is such. These properties of 
- mappings will be abbreviated by their first letters, so that, for example, “cy is im. 
on B” will mean that a! is both injective and monotonic on B. 
For any pair (p, q) E Iii x N, let w,,(q) : [ pq j + [q] denote the mapping which takes 
a number in [pq] of the form jq + i (j E [ p], i E [q]) to the number i. Define the 
“pairing” of mappings a, : rI + q and a2 : a*? + q as 
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Clearly, pairing can be introduced as a derived operation in any magmoid A into 
which 0 can be embedded as a subalgebra. Moreover, ( , ) being associative, it 
can be extended to a “source tupling” operation in such a way that if Go : ri -+ q, 
i E [ p], then 
(a ,,..., a,>=(a,+= l l +aJ l w,(q). 
Another important class of N x N-sorted algebras is that of algebraic theories. An 
algebraic theory (theory, for short) is equipped with the following operations and 
constants beyona composition, which is common for both magmoids and theories. 
Pairing: For each triple rl, r2, q of nonnegative integers, pai ring is a binary 
operation: 
( 3 ):A(w?) 
Constants: For each 
7r;: l+p 
and, for each p E N, 
o,:o+p. 
x&-z, qbA(r,+rz, q)= 
pair (i,p)~NxN with ie[p], 
The type of algebraic theories will be denoted by T. The foilowing identities must 
be valid in all theories. 
THl: f.(g. h)=(f.g). h forallf:p+q, g:q+r, h:r+s; 
0 TH2: ((fi,fi),f3)=(fi,(fZ,f3))forallJ;:ri~q, i=l,2,3; 
@ TH3: p l f=f- q =f for all f:p+ q, where p denotes the term i&. . . , ni); 
0 TH4: (f,O,)=(O,,f)=ffor allf:p-,q; 
TH5: 7t;(fi,. . . ,.&> =.h for all h 9 . . ..fp.l+q, k[p]; 
@ TH6: #,.f,...,7r~.f)=fforallf:p+q. 
The set of the above identities will be denoted by TH. Note that 0, together with 
the obvious interpretation of the injections 7ri and zeros O,, becomes a theory. 
Moreover, 0 is initial in the category of all theories. 
. Define the operation sum in a theory A as 
for h : pi + qi, i = 1,2. Furthermore, let 1 = rri and 0 = OO. It is straightforward that 
A equipped with these derived operations becomes a magmoid. 
Let Q be a type of N x N-sorted algebras and C a doubly ranked alphabet. Recall 
from [3] that C = {Z ( p, q) I( p, q) E N x N} where the sets 2( p, q) are pairwise disjoint. 
A term (polynomial) built up from the elements of C as atomic terms (variables) 
using the constants and operations of Q is called a Q&term. Terms without any 
occurrence of variables are base Q-terms. If E is a set of equational axioms between 
@-terms, then X,(E) denotes the class of Q-algebras in which all the equations 
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of E are valid. It is known that X0(E) has all free algebras. Especially, the algebra 
of @-terms, which is freely generated by C in kXQ($$), wiii be denoted by I’-@. 
For any further unexpiained algebraic terminology the reader is referred to [lo]. 
ata flowchart SC 
A data flowchart scheme over C (DC-scheme for short) F : p + q consists of the 
following objects. 
(i) A finite set V of labelled vertices, where the labels belong to the union of the 
following three, pairwise disjoint sets: 
u (VP, rl)l(P, qb-xw, 
iiCi I i E [Sll and iocj lj E [PI)= 
For each i E [q] and j E [p] there exists exa&l one vertex labelled by ici, called the 
ith input channel, and exactly one vertex laklled by ocj, the jth output channel. 
For each v E V, let ip(v) and op( v) denote tile following sets of input and output 
“ports” respectively. Let cy be the label of v. If CY E Z( r, J )+ then 
ip(v)=(v}x[s] and op(v)=[r]xh}. 
If v is an i/o channel, i.e., Q! = ici (Q! = ocj), then 
ip(v) = 8 and OP(V) = W,v)l 
(iPW = uv, 1)) and op( v) = 14 respectively). 
Ports belonging to i/o channels will be identified with their labels. 
(ii) A mapping E : ip( V) + op( V), where 
iPW=U(ipWl v~ V) and op(V)=U(op(~)lt,~ v). 
E defines the edges of a directed graph GF the nodes of which are the ports of F. 
n dxe is an c9ge 
(j, u)+(v, i) in GF iff E((v, i))=(j, u). 
We assume that GF is equipped with further “invisible” edges connecting all the 
input ports of v with all the output ports of v for each v E V. GF is required to be 
acyclic. For convenience we shall identify F with the graph GF. 
With each a E Z( p, q) we associate an atomic DC-scheme with p + q + 1 vertices 
(2p + 2q ports) shown in Fig. 2. 
The type D of algebras we are going to define over the class of DC-schemes is 
an extension of type M by the following three constants: 
x:2+2, ~:2+1 and O,:O+l. 
We interpret he operations of D on DC-schemes as follows. 
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Fig. 2. u E S( p, q) as an atomic scheme. 
Composition: The composite of schemes F : p + q and G : q + r is obtained by 
identifying the kth input channel of F with the kth output channel of G for each 
k E [q]. Every edge of G ending in ock is joined with each edge of F starting from 
ick- 
Sum: The sum of schemes FI :pl + q1 and F2:p2 + q2 is the scheme obtained from 
the disjoint union of FI and F2 by relabelling the i/o channels of F2 from ici (ocj) 
t0 iC4,+i (OCp,+j respectively). 
Constants: The interpretation of the constants is shown in Fig. 3. 
ic 
1 
1: x QC 1 ; x: 
ic 
I/ 
ic 2 x oci ocz ; 0: empty; IZ: icl A : ocl oc 2 01: 
Fig. 3. The interpretation of the constants. 
This way we have defined the D-algebra Df(Z), where Df(Z)(p, q) is the set of 
all D&schemes of sort p + q. Isomorphic schemes (considering them as directed 
graphs) are identified for the sake of Df(Z)( p, q) being a set. In the case when 2 
is the empty alphabet, Df(Z) is in fact an extension of 0 to a D-algebra. According 
to Fig. 3, x is interpreted in 0 as the transposition 2+ 2, while E and O1 are the 
unique mappings of O(2,l) and O(0, 1) respectively. 
For t E T-DE, let ltlD denote the value of t in Df(Z) under the homomorphism 
determined by the function which takes a cz C ( p, q) to the atomic DC-scheme 
a:p + q. If t is base, then ItI,-, is considered a mapping (i.e., ltlo = IfIs) rather than 
a “trivial” scheme. Anyway, until Section 5 it will cause no confusion if we write 
simply ItI instead of ItID. 
efinltion. A base D-term u is in split form (s.f.) if it is the composite of terms 
of the form p + c+ q (called the factors of u), where p, q E N and c is a constant. 
3. a. For every mapping (Y : [p] + [q] there exists Q base D-term u such that 
I I u =a . 
Let E, denote the unique mapping [n] + [l] for each n E N. Clearly, LY can 
it into the form 
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where p : [p] + [p] is a permutation and n k, k E [q], are nonnegative integers such 
that Cz=, nk = p. Since every permutation is expressible as a composite of transposi- 
tions of consecutive integers, p can be represented by a suitable base D-ttttim u1 in 
s.f. On the other hand, a term e, representing E, can be constrclcted easily as follows. 
(i) eo =O*, e, = 1, e2=E; 
( ) ii ei+l =(ei+l) l E for i32. 
Thus, for the term 
we have 
In the rest of this section we identify any base D-term u with the mapping lul. 
This induces a congruence relation 11 I[ on T-DC. Unless otherwise stated however, 
we shall not distinguish between II II-congruent terms. 
It is known (see [3] or [7]) tha.t the operation of taking the iterate admits a 
“horizontal” normal form of terms. Without iteration this is of course impossible, 
but we still have the possibility of a “vertical” normal form. 
3.3. Definition. A DC-term t is in weak normal form (w.n.f.) if t = t’ l 8 for some 
mapping 8, and t’ is the composite of terms (called the atomic factors of t) of the 
form ar l (n+ k), where g E .C( r, s), k E N and Q! is a mapping. If cy is i.s.m. on 
[r, r + k] in each atomic factor of t, then t is in (strong) normal form (n.f.). 
The proof of the following two easy lemmas is left to the reader. 
3.4. Lemma. If cr E Z( r, s) and 8 : m + r + k is a mapping, then 
for a unique 1 E N and mappings CY, 4 such that Q! is i.s.m. on [r, r + 11. 
3.5. mma. Let ai E C (ri, si) for i = I,2 and let 
aI : m + rl + k,, a2:sl+k,+ r2+k2 
be mappings such that ai is i.s.m. on [ri, ri + ki]; moreover, o! 2 ‘( [ r2]) n [s,] = $3. Then, 
for unique numbers I,, 12, mappings Pa : s2 + l2 + r! + 1, t f12 : m + r2 + l2 and a permuta- 
tion p such that pi (i = I, 2) is also i.s.m. on [ri, ri + li]. 
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3.6. Proposition. For every DC-scheme F : p + q there exists a t E T- (p, 4) in n.f: 
such that ItI = F. 
roof. We prove this by induction on the number of C-labelled no 
Base step: If none of the nodes of F has its label from 2, then F is a mapping 
6 : p + q. By Lemma 3.2, 0 can be identified with a suitable base D-term, so 8 = p l 8 
is in n.f. with p being the empty composite of atomic factors. 
Induction step: Let F have n + 1 C-labelled nodes for some n 2 0. Since GF is 
acyclic, there must be a node v labelled by (7 E C (r, s) such that all the edges arriving 
at the input ports of v start from the input channels of F. We construct a new 
DC-scheme F' : p + r + q having n C-labelled nodes as follows. First we take a copy 
of F and delete the vertex v from it. Then, relabel the input channels icj as ic,, 
t’or eachj E [q], and supply the scheme with new input channels ic, , . . . , ic,. Finally, 
we draw a new edge from icj (j E [r]) to an input port (01, i) in F’ iff there ;s an 
edge from (j, v) to ( v’, i) in E Note that there exists a unique mapping # : s + q 
such that 
F= f;’ l ;ia[+q) l (+,q). 
By the induction hypothesis, there exists a term u = u’ l 8’ in n.f. such that IuI = F’. 
Moreover, by Lemma 3.4, 
e’(l~l+ 9) = 44 + M 
where ar is i.s.m. on [r, t+ I]. Let t’ = u’a(u+l) and 8 = b(#, q). Then t = t’ l 8 is 
in n.f., and 
F = F’ l tbI+ 4) l M 4) = Iu’e’b + q)W q)l 
= Id++ z)+($, q)l= It’ l el= Itl. 
mark. Observe that the n.f. t = t’ 0 0 is uniquely determined by the choice 
of the node v and the n.f. u = u’ l 0’ of F’. Consequently, every n.f. of F is uniquely 
determined by an appropriate ordering of the C-labelled nodes of E 
Let t= t I a, (q + k, ) az( a, + k2) t2 be a DC -term in n.f. having n 3 2 atomic factors, 
and assulme that the number cf atomic factors in tl is i - 1 for some i E [n]. We say 
that the transposition x,( i, i + 1) = (i - 1) + x + (n - i - 1) is allowable for t if the 
designated two atomic factors of t satisfy the requirements of Lemma 3.5. In this 
case, applying the lemma we obtain that 
y Lemma 3.4, the permutation p can be “pulled through” the atomic factors of 
t2, resulting in a term 
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in n.f. such that It] = lt’l. t’ will be denoted by xn( i, i + 1) * t. ore generally, a 
n x : n + n is called allowable for t if it is the composite of allowable 
transpositions. Then we can associate a normal form x * t with x in an obvious 
way. Now by Remark 3.7, it is easy to see that if tl and f2 are two different DC-terms 
in n.f. with I tiI= I t21, then there exists an allowable permutation x for tl such that 
tz = n” * t*. 
x~o~ati~i~g data flowc~a~ SC 
Jn this section we extend the set of magmoid identities to a set DF of equational 
axioms which is a base of identities for the equational class generated by all data 
flowchart scheme algebras. 
4.1. Lemma. For each base D-term t there exists a base D-term t ’ in s.f such 
MGI- t = t’, i.e., the equation t= t’ is provable from the magmoid identities. 
Proof. Easy induction on the structure of t, omitted. Ll 
For ns2 and l-r-~ -C ‘< * s n, let u, (i, j) denote the “chain” of transpositions: 
x,(i, i+ 1) l xn(i+l, i+2) l . . . l x&- 1,j). 
The empty chains u,( i, i) are meant to be equal to n by definition. (Note 
u,(i,i+l)=x,,(i,i+l).) Define MP=MGu{Pl,P2}, where 
Pl: x*x=2 
and 
P2: (x+1)~(1+x)‘(x+1)=(1+x)‘(x+1)‘(1+x). 
4.2. Lemma. Let n 2 3 and i E [2, n - 11. Then the equation 
u,(l,n).x,(i-l,i)=x,(i,i+l)u,(l,n) 
is provable from MP. 
Proof. 
u,(l, n) l x,(i- 1, i) 
that 
that 
= 2(,(1, i- l)x”(i- 1, i)x,(i, i+ l)u,(i+ 1, n)x,(i- 1, i) (def.) 
= u,(l, i- l)x,(i- 1, i)x,(i, i+ I)x,(i- 1, i)u,(i+ 1, n) (MG) 
=u,(l, i-l)x,(i, i+l)x,(i-1, i)x,(i, i+l)u,(i+l, n) (P2) 
=x,(i, i+l)u,(l, i-l)x,(i-1, i)xn(i, i+l)u,(i+l, n) 
=x,(i, i+ l)u,(l, n). (&f. j 
As above, by a sequence of equations interpol by references to axioms, 
definitions, lemmas, etc. in parentheses, we mean of in equational ogic 0 
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Let t and t’ be base D-term in s.J such that all their factors we 
k msp*siti*A. If ItI = It’l, then MPI- t = t’. 
f. Listing the factors of t in reverse order we obtain a term t-l such that 
L, (PI}t- t-It = n for some n 2 2. If we can prove t’t-’ = n, then we get the 
required proof 
t*= t’(t_‘t)=(t’P)t= t. 
Hence it is enough to show that if 1 tl = In I, then MPt- t = n. We follow an induction 
on n. 
Base step: For n = 2 the statement is trivial. 
Induction step: Let n > 2. If none of the factors of t is X, ( 1,2), :hen MGt- t = I + u, 
and the induction hypothesis works for u. If xn( 1,2) occurs in t, then assume 
indirectly that MPV t = n, and the length of t (i.e., the number of factors of t) is 
minimal. Split t = a xn( 1,2)/3 so that x,(1,2) should not occur in cy. Let c be the 
first factor of J3 (supposing /3 is not empty). If c = x,(1,2), then the term @‘, where 
/3’ is the “tail” of /3, would be shorter than t also satisfying I@‘1 = n. Thus, c # x,( 1,2). 
On the other hand, if c # x,, (2,3), then it can be moved to the left of zc, (1,2) by 
MG. Similarly, all the remaining factors of p can be handled as follows: 
(i) they fit to the end of a chain u, ( 1, k), or 
(ii) they can be moved to the left of u,(l, k) either by MG or by Lemma 4.2. 
In this way we get that 
where x,( 1,2) does not occur even in ‘y. But this is a contradiction since, in this 
case, (t((l)=j+l> 1. U 
The following definition is adopted from [3]. 
4. nition. Let s be a sequence (n, , . . . ‘I n,) of nonnegative integers, and sup- 
posethatar:r~risapermutation.Ifn=n,+n,+*.*+n,,thenCY#s:n-,n isthe 
permutation which takes a number in [n] of the form n, + l l l + nk +j, where 
j E [nk+,], to the number y +j where y is the sum of numbers ni such that (u(i) C 
cr(k+ 1). 
The following “block permutation” axiom was introduced in [7]. 
p: f*+f*=X#(p19& ’ (f*ffi) l X#(q,, 41) fOrallJ:pi+qi, i= 1,2. 
e assume that the permutations x# ( pl, p2) and x#( q2, ql) are represented in 
by base D-terms in a minimal-length s.f. Such terms are not unique in general, 
but in the two cases 
fi=l,.h=l and ft=1,f2=x 
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they are. Note that the corresponding two instances of are Pl and P2 respectively. 
In fact, this means that all the appropriate choices of the representing base D-terms 
in P are equivalent. 
Now define the set of axioms DF as 
DF= MGu {P, Dl, D2, D3}, 
where 
Dl: X.&-E, D2: (E+~).E=(~+E).E, D3: (l+O,) . E = 1. 
4.5. Propositisn. If 1 t I= 1 ?‘I f or some base D-terms t, t’ : p + q, then DFt- t = t’. 
Proof. We follow the idea of the proof of Lemma 3.2. By Lemma 4.1, we can assume 
that both t and t’ are in s.f. We can separate the factors of .t and t’ so that 
MGu{P}i-(t = t,t,and t’= tit;), 
where all the factors of tl and t: are transpositions, but none of the factors of f2 
and ti is a transposition. Then 
MGu{D2,D3}~-(t,=ei,+~ l l +eiq and &=ej,+* l g+ei,) 
for some nonnegative intgers il, j, , . . . , iq, jq such that 
4 
c ir = t j, =p. 
I=1 I=1 
Since ItI = It’l, ti must be equal to t2 (i.e., j, = ir for ei;$‘Y I E [q]), and there exist 
permutations pl : ir + ir such that ltil = ItI1 l ( p1 + l l l +pq). By Lemma 4.3, 
where rl 
thus, 
MGu{P}I-z;=?,+~+*. l +rq), 
(I E [q]) are some base E-terms in s.f. such that IQ~= pl. Moreover, 
is provable from DF. q 
ereafter, as it was done temporarily in Section 3 already, we i 
D-term t with the mapping 1 tl. This can be done by virt 
all the terms representing the same mapping are 
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ark. Observe that Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 can be put in a stronger form so 
orresponding equations tated by the lemmas are provable from DF. 
mna. For every tE T-DC there exists a tk T-DC in n.jI such that the equation 
t = t’ is provable from DF. 
f. First we prove by induction on the structure of t that DFt- t = u for some 
u E T-DC in w.n.f. 
Base step: If t is a constant, then t is a mapping, so it is in n.f. already. If t = o 
for some a E 2, then t is an atomic factor, hence it is in n.f., too. 
Induction step: Let t = tl op tZ, where ti Ipi+qi* i =1,2andopE{+;}.Forop=- 
the induction step is trivial. If op = +, then 
h + f2 (!I? (t1+p2) l (q1+ tz). 
Thus, if 
DF+ nai(mi+ki) l 01 and t2= nBi(o!+l.) I J 
i i 
then DFf- t = u, where u = u1 l u2 and 
u1 =n tai +P2)t"i + k +pZ)s 
u2=(4+P2) l Mq,,p,) ’ 
( 
n (pi+qd(o,!+b+ql) 
i > 
l @2+ 41) l Mq2, s,)- 
Although u is only in w.n.f., the repeated application of Lemma 3.4 for all atomic 
factors of u from left to right results in a DC-term t’ in n.f. Then, by Remark 4.6, 
DF+u=t’. 0 
If ItI = It’1 for DC-terms t, t’, then DFt- t = t’. 
f. It is sufficient o prove the theorem for t and t’ being in n.f. We have seen 
at the end of Section 3 that there exists an allowable permutation x for t such that 
t’ = x * t. By the definition of x * t, it is enough to show that if x”( i, i + 1) is an 
allowable transposition for t, then 
DFi-t=x,(i,i+l)*t. 
x,( i, i + 1) * t was constructed by direct 
prove t=x,(i,i+l)* t we only have to 
the stronger fo 
applications of Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, so to 
repeat the steps of the construction, using 
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Df(2) is freely generated in the class &( f) by.& i.e., by t/j ection 
which takes every a E 2 ingo the atomic scheme lo-]. 
It is easy to check that of the identities DF are valid in Df( C ), so Df( 25) 
belongs to the class X&DF). oreover, by Proposition 3.6, Df(Z) is generated by 
the set {lalla~ 2). Therefore, it is sufficient o prove that every homomorphism 4 
of T-DC into an algebra in &,(DF) factors through 1 I. ut this is evident since, 
by Theorem 4.8, the congruence relation induced by I I is smaller than that induced 
bY 4. •J 
5. Systolk flowchart schemes 
A systolic flowchart scheme over C (SC-scheme for short) 6: : p + q consist of the 
following objects: 
(i) A finite set V of vertices, labelled in the same way as the vertices of DC- 
schemes, with the only exception that there is exactly one vertex, the “loop vertex”, 
labelled by a new symbol J_. Define the sets of i/o ports ip( V) and op( V) as in 
Section 3, letting ip( v) = 0 and op( v) = {( 1, v)} for the loop vertex v. 
(ii) A mapping E : ip( V) + op( V) x (N u (00)). E defines a directed graph GF on 
the ports of F as in the case of DZschemes, but in SE-schemes, with each edge 
e : (j, u) + (v, i) a nonnegative integer d s 00 is associated such that E(( v, i)) = 
((j, u), d). d is called the delay number corresponding to the edge e. We assume 
that the delay numbers corresponding to the invisible edges of GF are set to zero. 
Now we do not require GF to be acyclic, but it must satisfy the following two 
conditions: 
(i) the delay number corresponding to an edge is 00 iff the source of the edge is 
the output port of the loop vertex; 
(ii) in each cycle of GF there exists at least one edge with its corresponding delay 
number being strict1 y positive. 
The type S of SC-scheme algebras is an extension of type D by the operation 
feedback: a collection of unary operations 
?:A(l+p, l+q)+A(p, q) 
for each pair (p, q) E N x N. 
The operations of S are interpreted on SC-schemes as follows. 
Composition: The composite of schemes F: p + q and G : q + r is obtain03 by 
identifying the kth input channel of F with the kth output channel of G for each 
k E [q] and then identifying the two loop vertices. Every edge of G ing in ock 
is joined with each edge starting from ic k, adding up the two correspor ding d~lav 
numbers (n + 00 = 00 for each n E N). 
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Sum: To obtain the sum of schemes F1 : p1 + q1 and & : p2 + q2, identify their loop 
vertices (no other vertices are identified), then relabel the i/o channels of F2 from 
icj (respectively OCj) t0 icq,+i (respectively OCp,+j)= 
Fegdback: If F is a scheme 1 +p + 1 + q, then TF is constructed as follows. If the 
source of the edge e ending in ocl is not ic, , then e is joined with each edge starting 
from icl. The delay numbers of any two joined edges are added up and increased 
by one. If there is no edge starting from ic l, then e is simply deleted. Else (i.e., if 
e starts from icJ e is deleted, and the source of each edge starting from ic, different 
from e is switched to the output port of the loop vertex with the corresponding 
delay number set to 00. Finally, ic, and ocl are deleted and, for each i E [q] and 
j E [pl, ici+l and oci+l are relabelled as icj and oci respectively. 
Constants: The interpretation of the constants is the same as in Df(.X), shown in 
Fig. 3, setting the delay number of each edge to 0, and supplying all graphs with a 
new isolated vertex labelled by 1. 
Similarly, the atomic SC-scheme corresponding to o E Z( p, q) is the scheme 
shown in Fig. 2 with each edge having a delay number set to 0, and with isolated 
loop vertex. The S-algebra of SC-schemes will be denoted by Sf(Z). Sf(X)( p, q) is 
the set of ail SC-schemes of sort p + q and the operations are defined in the way 
mentioned above. 
For t E T-S& let 1 tls denote the value of t in Sf(Z) under the homomorphism 
determined by the function which takes u E Z( p, q) to the atomic SC-scheme 
0 : p + q. Observe that if t is just a D&term, then 1 tlD can be obtained from 1 tls by 
forgetting the O-valued delay numbers of the edges and the isolated loop vertex. 
That is, Df(ZJ can be embedded into Sf(Z) as a D-subalgebra. 
Let V and 1 denote the base S-terms TX cad TE respectively. 
ion. A base S-term a :p + p is a pure V-term if a = xy=, V”i, where ni E N 
(i E [p]), and V”i denotes the n,-fold composite of V (V” = 1, by definition). A term 
t:p-,qisaV-trzeift=a=8forapureV-terma:p~pandmapping8:p~q.Any 
propi=rty of 0 is inherited by t so that we can say tha? t is injective, onto, etc. 
2. nition. Let F be a DC-scheme. F is ideal if none of the output channels 
is connected to any of the input channels by an edge in E F is injective if there is 
at most one edge starting from each input channel, and from each output port of 
F there is at most one edge leading to an output channel. t E T-DC is ideal (injective) 
if ltlD is such. 
. An SC-term t : p + q is in scheme normal form (s.n.f.) if 
t=f’((a+O&-(u+l+k)-(z,O1-tp)), 
where 
u : r -, s is an injective ideal D&term, 
-3 ace i. 
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Fig. i. The scheme normal form. 
0 y:p-,r+l+kandz:s-,I+qareV-treesonto[r+l,r+1+k]and[Z]respectively 
(t’ denotes the Z-fold application of t). See also Fig. 4. If y = a l y and z = 6 = 6 with 
P 
a= cv “i and b= i Vmj, 
i-_ 1 ; = 1 
then the following two conditions are satisfied: 
0 i ni=O for each ivy-*(r+I), 
(ii) if a(l) = r+l, then mj =0 for each jE S-‘(l). 
5.4. Proposition. For every SC-scheme F : p + q there exists an SC-term t in s.n.J such 
that ltls = F. 
Proof. First we “cut” the internal edges of F having a positive delay number. By 
this we mean that, for each such edge e : (j, u) + (v, i) where the labels of u and v 
belong to C u {I}, we take a new input channel ic and a new output channel oc, 
and replace e by the two edges ic-, (v, i) and (j, u) + oc. Disregarding the delay 
numbers and the loop vertex we then have a DC-scheme F,. We can make Fl 
injective by multiplying some input channels and joining some output channels of 
it, if necessary. Finally, deleting those channels of Fl that are connected with each 
other by an edge, we get a DC-scheme A& which is both injective and idea!. Thus, 
by Proposition 3.6, there exists a u E T-DC such that 1 u 1 D = &. The tedious construc- 
tion of the corresponding mappings cy, p and the V-trees y, z is evident, and therefore 
omitted. Observe that the number of cutted edges is the cardinality of the set S-‘([l]), 
where z = b l 6. 0 
ark. The DC-scheme F2 constructed above is of course not unique. It is 
easy to see, however, that in terms of a fixed F2 all the appropriate injective ideal 
DC-schemes can be expressed in the form #F2$, where 4 and + are arbitrary 
permutations. In other words, F2 is unique-up to a relabelling of its i/o channels. 
Concerning scheme normal forms it follows tbt if 
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are two s.n.f.-s of F, then k = k’, I = I’, and there exist permutations 4 : r -+ r, $ : s + s 
such that 
(i) I& = KIWI& 
(ii) if Q&$-’ + 1) = 6s for i.m. f and permutation 6, then cy2 = 5; 
(iii) Iy21s = ly&( 4-l + 1 + k) and Iz2Js( 6-l + q) = +-‘Iq Is (6 is the permutation 
I+ 1 defined in (iii); 
(iv) P2 = PI l 
6. atizing systolic owcbart schemes 
Let SF be the collection of identities DF together with the following ones. 
sl: t(fi+fi)=~f~+f2 Orf,:l+Pi~l+q;,f2:p2-*q2; 
* S2: t2((X+plf)=t2(f(x+q)) forf:2+g+2+q; 
S3: tCfO+g))=(t,f)g forf:l+p+l+q, g:q+r; 
o S4: t((l+gjJj=&W forf:l+q+l+r, g:p+q; 
0 SS: ~l=Oand~-~=_L+~; 
@ S6: W(E+qjj=T2((E+P)f) forf:l+p+2+q; 
@ s7: 0,.v=o,; 
o SS: r(E*V’)=l. for all n&J. 
im= me following equations (Sl*, . . . , 2) are provable from 
s1*: tl(fi+f2j=?!fi+.f2 forfi:l+p,+Z+q,,f2:p2+q2; 
s3*: t’(f(r+g))=(Tlf)g forf:l+p+l+q,g:q+r; 
S4”: t’W+df)=g(~‘f) forf:l+q+Z+r,g:p+q. 
Trivial. Cl 
: S~‘:t’((~+p)f(~-l+q))=tfffOrf:l+p~l+qand 
s3*,s4* 
E 
Sl* 
t4.2 
SF. 
permutation cy. 
Fig. 5. The proof of equation C. 
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s3 -t p4 S6 t2 P = = = 
Fig. 6. The proof of equation B. 
Proofi Put cy into s.f., and apply S2 with S3* and S4* repeatedly. Cl 
Cluim: 
c: y’+“((r, +x#qr,, p)+Pzw-i+.M~I+x#h I,)+q*)) 
Proof: We present only a schematic proof in Fig. 5. The figure illustrates the steps 
of a formal derivation that would be too lengthy to write down in details. 0 
C&&tar E: E l V=(V+V) l E. 
Proof: See Fig. 6. q 
Claim: B*: If e : p + q is a mapping and a : q + q is a pure V-term, then there exists 
a pure V-term a': p-, p such that ea = a’& 
Proof: 
Claim: 
Proof: 
Claim :
Proof: 
Claim :
Easy induction on the structure of 8, using B, S7 and DF. m 
X: ~((V+p)f)=~(f(V+q))forf:l+p-,l+q. 
See Fig. 7. 0 
Y: ~(Ol+f)=(Ol+p)fforf:l+p+q. 
HO, +f) (M=G)~((Ol+l+p)(1+~))(5=3)~(01+l+p) l f 
(2 Ml +fh+p)(x+p)) l f 
(Y) (0, +p)(V +p)f(s=7) (0, +p)jI 0 
Z: I=V-l; consequently, l_=V”*J_ forallnEN. 
q 
Fig. 7. The proof of equation X. 
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6.1. 
and 
J_ y f(E , V) (B*rG) ~((v+1)(1+V)&)(~)f((l+v)& *V) 
(S4) 
= V*~(dq%~L. Cl 
An SC-term t is in intermediate ,rOrm (i.f.) if t = j+‘u for some 1 E N 
u E T-DC. 
mma. For every t E T-SC there exists a t’ E T-SC in i.J such that the equation 
t = 1’ is provable from SF. 
roof. Industion on the structure of Z. 
Base step: If t is a constant or an atomic X-term, then t is itself in i.f. 
Induction step: (a) t = t, l t2. Assume that 
t, = t ‘w, and tZ= r&, 
where u1 : I, +p + I, + q and u2: l2 + q + Z2 + r are D&terms. Let 
t’= ~““‘(u, + mw2, p)h + ~2)(h + ~~bl, I,Mh + Ut))- 
Then, 
t’ (s3*?~**s’*) T’2(x#(12, p)(y’& + I,)x#(q, Z&42) 
(b) t= tl+t2. If t,=Tb, and t2=T’zu2 for DC-terms uj:Zi+pi+Zi+q~, i=lJ, 
then the term 
c”= f”+“((Z, +x#(Z 23 P,)+Pt)(f~+fi)(l,+x#(q,, 1,)+q2)) 
is appropriate by C. 
(c) t = t tl . This case is trivial. Cl 
a. For every t E T-DZ( p, q) there exists a DZterm t’ such that 
(i) t’= a(u+ k)P, 
where u : r + s is an injective ideal D&term, a : p 3 r + k and /3 : s + k + q are mappings; 
(ii) the equation t = t’ is provable from DE 
Since t is also an SZ-term, by Proposition 5.4, there exists an SC-term t1 in 
s.n.f. such that ltls = It&. e can easily get rid of the superfluous ubterm I in t: 
and obtain a Z-term tr of form (i) such t en, by 
I-e=t’. 0 
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. Ify=a- tkp+q is a V-tree, theny.Cy=, I=Ep. J_. 
Suppose that a = C”,=, V’Q, and 8 = p( Q, + 9 l l + q) for an appropriate per- 
mutation p : p + p. If q 2 1, then 
9 
Cl 
cw 
= Eq’ 1. 
j=l 
On the other hand 
Thus, 
k=l k=l 
5.5. Lemma. If t=a- tkl+p+l+q is a V-tree with @(l)#l, then there exists a 
V-tree t’= a’ l 9’ such that SW t t = t’. 
Proof. By assumption, 0 can be written in the form 8 = (1 + 0,)(x + r)( 1 + e,), where 
@I :p -+ 1 + r and e2 : 1 + r + q are appropriate mappings. If a = V”1 + a,, then 
t=(V”l+a,)(l+e,)(x+r)(l+e2) 
‘2 (1 +a,e,)(x(i+V~~~j+r)(l+02). 
Consequently, 
(S3,S4,SS) 
ft = a,&(Vfl~+*+r)&. 
Since 
(B*) 
a,tl,(V"I+'+ r) = ate,, 
we obtain that, for 8’ = 0,&, the equation t t = a’s’ is provable from SF. q 
Lety=aa:l+r+l+p, z= 
(a) If a(l) = 1 and /3(l) # 1, then 
bp : 1+ q 3 1+ s be V-trees and f: 
(b) v/3(1) = 1 and a(¶)# 1, then 
SI+ t(Y (1 +.I%) = “r(y’P”); 
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SF+ r(y( 1 +f)z) = t(y”‘( _L +f)z”) 
,Gr appropriate V-trees y’, y”, y”‘, z’, z”, 2”‘. 
rd. Case (a): By assumption CY can be written in the form CY = (1+ a’)(&+~). 
If a = V”’ + a’, then we have 
Y(l+f)z (M=G) (V’s + Q’GE + PM 1 +f )bP 
(M=G) (V”l+ a’aW+f)(E+q)bp 
Hence, 
T(y( 1 +f)z) (x.s4) a’a’(l+f) 7’ UE+q)bP(Vnl+q)) 
(8=*) a’d(l+f) t (b,(E+q)p) 
for an appropri te pure V-term b, . Since p( 1) fi 1, Lemma 6.5 says that SFt- t( b& + 
q)p) = b’/Y, which completes the proof of Case (a). 
Case (b): In this case, P can be written in the form p = (1 + p”)(& + s). Assuming 
b = V”1 + b” we have 
(S6) 
= f’((E + r)aa( 1 +f)b( 1 +p”)) 
(MG) 
= ?(?\(k+r)acY(Vm’+p)(l+fb”/3”))) 
(E) T(T((c+ r)acu(V”I+p))fb”p”) 
‘!? t(t(a,(&+ r)a,)fb”P”) 
for an appropriate pure V-term aI. Since a (1) # 1, Lemma 6.5 can be applied again, 
yielding t( a,( E + r)Ly ) = a”d’. 
Case (c): As in the previous case, we have 
SFEt(aa(l +f)b@) = t(t(a,(e+ r)a)fb”p”), 
but now 
(E+r)a =(~+r)(l+d)(~+ ) = (2+d)(Qfp), 
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so if a, = Vkl + a2, then 
T(al(&+ r)(y) (“2X) t((l+a2)(2+cu’)(E,+p)(Vkl+P)) 
Y a20 + a’) t ((23 +p)(V”I +p)) (2’ a,( 1 + Cu’)(t(Qkl) +p) 
(S8) 
= a2(l+a')(e l I+p)(M=G)a,(l+cu’)(~+p)(~+p). 
Putting CY”’ =(1 -t- a’)(& i-p), a”’ = a2, p”’ = P” and b”’ = b” we obtain that 
w4l +f)W =tt a”‘cP(_I_ +p)fb’“p”‘) 
(y) T( a”faltt(l + f)b"'/y')_ 
IPI~. For every t E T-SC ( p, q) there exists an SE-term t’ in s. n.j slcch that 
the equation t = !’ is provable from SF. 
Proof. By Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3, we can assume that t is in i.f., i.e., t = t’v for some 
=(~(u+k)/?, where u:r+s is an injective ideal DZ-term, (Y : I +p + r + k and 
i : s + k + 1+ q are mappings. Therefore, it is sufficient to prove that every t E 
T-%X( p, q) of the form 
, 
where k, m E N, u is an injective ideal DC-term and y = a&, z = bfl are V-trees, can 
be turned into s.n.f. We prove the lemma by induction on the number k + 1. 
Base step: If k + I = 0, then the application of Lemma 6.4 turns t into s.n.f. 
Induction step: For k + 2 > 0 “execute” the folfowing four steps, one after the 
other, until the induction hypothesis can be applied. 
Step 1: Suppose that 
(C’([r+ m, r+m+k])up([s,s+k]))n[l]#(b, 
i.e., there exists an i E [I] such that a(i) E [r + m, r + m + k] or p(j) = i for some 
j E [s, s + k]. Then, 
l+u+ f l+(k-1) , 
i=l 
where ~‘(1) = 1 or /3’(l) = 1. By Lemma 6.6, 
u+; _L+k’ , 
i=l 
where 1’+ k’< 1+ k. Thus, the induction hypothesis can 
Step 2: If the reduction of Step 1 is not possible, then CY are of the form 
a =((Y,+&, 02) an 
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Consequently, 
We can assume that a1 = 2 and b, = k, because all the nontrivial subterms of these 
pure V-terms could be melt into b2 or a2 applying X and B*. By Lemma 6.4, we 
can also assume that m = 1; furthermore, if
P 
a2= zv “i and b2 = i V”i, 
i=l j=l 
then, by X and Z, we can adjust 
(i) ni = 0 for each i E a&-+ I), 
( ) ii ??lj =0 for each jE#&‘(i) (&[Z]) such that cy,(i)=r+l. 
Step 3: Now suppose that there are distinct integers 
l~i,<i,~Z such that cu,(i,)=(~~(i~). 
We can adjust il = 1 and i2 = 2 by S2’, then decrease I using S7, and apply the 
induction hypothesis. In this way cyI can be made injective. 
Srep 4: If p2 is not onto [1], then I can be decreased again using S2* and Y. If 
cy2 is not onto [r + m, r + m + k], then k can be decreased trivially. Moreover, any 
duplication of /3, can be “shifted” to cy2, causing again the number k to be decreased. 
In al!! the three cases the induction hypothesis becomes applicable. 
If the induction hypothesis cannot be applied in any of the above four steps, then 
we have all the conditions of the s.n.f. satisfied, except monotonicity of cyl and p,. 
PI can be made monotonic trivially, while monotonicity of Q! 1 can be achieved by 
an application of S2*. Cl 
If ltls = Ifis for SC-terms t, t’:p + q, then SF&t = t’. 
roof. It is sufficient o prove the theorem for t and t’ being in s.n.f. As we observed 
in Remark 5.5, 
t = t’(h +%c, Yd(U + I+ w, 9 01 +PA 
t’= f’((~Z+Ok,Y2)(UI+I+k)(Z2,O,+P2)) 
such that conditions (i)-(iv) detailed in Remark 5.5 are satisfied. Then, 
t=r'((al+Ok,Y,)(~-'u'~-'+I+k)(z,,o,+P,)) 
(MG) 
= ~‘((~~(~-‘+1)+o~,y*(~-‘+l+k))(u’+I+k)(~-1Z~,~,+~,)) 
l(i)-(iv),MG) 
= t’ue+p)(~z+0 k,Y*)(~‘+~+~)(~2,0,+P2~(5-‘+4)) 
(S2) 
= t’. 0 
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Mary. SF(Z) is freely generated by C in .7&(W). 
It can be checked easily that all of the identities SF are valid in Sf(Z). By 
sition 5.4, Sf(Z) is generated by the set {I& 1 c E 2); thus, it remains to prove 
that every homomorphism (b of T-U into an algebra in &(SF) factors through 
1 Is. This holds by Theorem 6.8, which states that the congruence relation induced 
by I Is is smaller than the one induced by 4. Cl 
7. Semantics of systolic flowchart sche eories 
To define the semantics of systolic schemes let D be a “pointed” set of data 
elements, where I E D is a distinguished “default” datum. With each u E C( r, S) is 
associated a mapping & : D” + D”. Let F :p + q be an U-scheme. We define the 
semantics of F on the analogy of a semisystolic system in [ll]. The C-labelled 
vertices of F represent processors, and the edges represent interconnections between 
the processors. There is a dummy processor, the “host” with p input ports and q 
output ports connected to the output and input channels of F respectively. Each 
edge is considered to be a buffer holding d data elements in each moment of the 
computation, where d is the delay number corresponding to the edge. Initially, all 
the buffers are filled up with 1. The processors operate synchronously by means of 
a common clock. Every processor computes on each clock tick. A processor labelled 
by u E Z( r, s) performs the operation &, taking the operands from the buffers 
ciranected to its input purts, and pushing the results in the buffers connected to its 
output p +s. The buffers are handled in a FIFO way. In case of a “Mealy connection” 
een ihe processors, i.e., when the delay count of an edge is zero, data ripples 
through the edge in the same clock cycle. 
It is not the aim of this paper to describe the S-algebras corresponding to the 
above interpretation of systolic schemes. It can be seen, however, that these algebras 
belong to the class X,(SF) and they are algebraic theories. We call them feedback 
algebras. 
Let A E XD( DF). We have seen in Section 2 how pairing can be defined in A as 
a derived operation. With 7ri = Oi_, + 1 +O,_j and 0, adopted, A becomes a T- 
algebra. However, A is generally not a theory, e.g., Df(Z) is not that. We would 
like to extend DF in such a way that, in the corresponding smaller equational class, 
all algebras hould be theories as well. We claim that the following two axioms are 
sufficient. 
Thl: 01 l f=O, forallf:l+q; 
Th2: ~Jpj l f = . tlt,(qj for allf:p-* q 
(recall that w,(q):[pq]+[q] takes (j-l)q+i to i foreveryjE[y], iE[q]). 
the derived correspondents of T 
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to prove THS and TH6. TH5 can be written in S-algebras as: 
By Thl, the left-hand side reduces to 
(DF) 
(0 (i-*)q +A + O( p-i)q) wp(q) = Am 
Concerning TH6 we have 
( f ((Oi-I+ 1 +Op-i).#l wp(SP i=l ) 
(Oi-I+ 1 +L?,o-i) E f W,(q) 
>( > 
Y 
i=l 
(7n_z) ( i (Oi_l+ 1 +Op-i) Wp( P)f’D=F)_f i=l ) 
Now let A be a theory. By Remark 2.1, A is a magmoid, too. With 
(and O1 adopted) A becomes a D-algebra. Moreover, it is easy to check that all of 
the identities DF as well as Thl and Th2 are valid in A. 
Rutting the above arguments together we have proved the following result. 
7.1. Thorem. 7he equational classes X,(DFu {Thl, Th2)) and XT(TH) are 
equivalent. 
ft can be seen that esik’s “commutativity” axioms (cf. [S]) are also valid in 
feedback algebras. The scheme of commutativity axioms can be defined in S-algebras 
as follows. 
where f: r+ p + q; p : p + r is a surjective mapping and pi : p + p are also map, ings 
satisfying pip = p for each i E [p]. 
Let FT denote the collection of axioms SFu {Thl, Th2, F}. On the analogy of 
iteration theories [4], the algebras belonging to the class X,(FT) will be called 
feedback theories. Supporting this analogy, it will be proved in a forthcoming paper 
that the free feedback algebra generated by 2, which describes the “strong behaviour” 
of systolic E-schemes, is freely generated by A’ in %?#I’), too. 
e close connection between iteration and fee back theories is formulated in 
our closing theorem, which is a direct consequence of the axiomatization result 
achieved in [2]. 
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7. Every iteration theory is equivalent o a feedback t eory and, conversely, 
a feedback theory is an iteration theory iff the identity TX = 1 holds in it. 
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